Be a game-changer in today’s highly dynamic corporate environment
SearchAsia is a prominent head-hunting ﬁrm with a strong Asia Paciﬁc presence, we are
offering unparalleled opportunities for fresh graduates looking for a great career to join
our ﬁrm . Our success lies in teamwork, and we created a collaborative environment for
our consultants to succeed in their careers.
What does SearchAsia Consultant need to do?
Job scope would involve business development and client servicing
Explore, develop and maintain key accounts to source for more business
opportunities
Develop and liaise closely with corporate clients and hiring managers in order to
enable delivery of their recruitment needs
Handle full cycle of recruitment for from sourcing, screening resume, interviewing
candidates to salary offer negotiation and beyond
Who are we looking for?
Bachelor’s degree holder in any discipline, experience in HR or recruitment is not
a must;
Candidates with working experience in the ﬁeld where you would need to interact
with different types of people and/or customer;
Energetic individuals who are passionate about meeting people and genuinely
want to be in a people-business;
Candidates with a result-oriented mindset;
Team player with good initiative;
Candidates with ﬂuency in English and either Mandarin or Cantonese
What are we offering?
New consultants joining the SearchAsia family would be trained by experienced mentors
and be assigned with responsibilities from day one.
Assessment of your potential would take place from the start and outstanding performers
will be groomed as our future business leaders to operate and lead his/her own specialist
recruitment teams. You may refer to Sharing from Our Consultants about some of our
successful stories.
So take your ﬁrst step with us today!
Email your cover letter and full resume to recruit@searchasia.com.hk. Only shortlisted
candidates will be invited for written tests and interviews.
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